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Greetings, Troubleshooter
Surviving a Gameful World



1 Reality is borken,
welcome to code/space











http://www.flickr.com/photos/grrrl/115642628







http://www.flickr.com/photos/erussell1984/2443450232



http://www.flickr.com/photos/dirkstoop/152754356





HOW ALGORITHMS SHAPE OUR WORLD





Jane McGonigal

»What if we decided to use 
everything we know about 
game design to fix what‘s 
wrong with reality?«

reality is broken (2011: 7)



Health



Environment



Education



Life



what if we turn the world
into a real-life alpha world complex?



what if we turn the world
into a real-life alpha world complex?

What if ...
we let computers run
our rule systems and then
put some humans inside?



2 strange loops
The art of handling exceptions





Exceptions are the rule







http://www.flickr.com/photos/marklarson/426789635





3 of letter & spirit
No rule is ever explicit







http://www.flickr.com/photos/37996583811@N01/5020671427



4 intentions matter
Why Computer‘s Can‘t Give Credit



»You look 
especially lovely 
tonight.«

http://www.flickr.com/photos/beigeinside/50122570/



http://www.flickr.com/photos/beigeinside/50122570/

»Now I feel like 
you’re just doing 
it for the points.«







5 campbell‘s law
How Rules Beget Gamers



Donald T. Campbell

»The more a quantitative social indicator 
is used for social decision-making, the 
more subject it will be to corruption 
pressures and the more apt it will be to 
distort and corrupt the social processes it 
is intended to monitor.«

assessing the impact of planned social change (1976)



system intention

formal rules,
quantified goals,

something at stake



system intention
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http://www.rasmusen.org/x/images/pd.jpg



»It is through a community of people 
who care more about fun than winning 
that the Well-Played game happens.«

Bernie de Koven
the well-played game (1978: 5)





So you also played 
EcoChallengeTM?



<Insert Dilbert
cartoon here>









When discipline is reinforced, 
revolution cannot fail!





Implicit theory of social change



http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainable-
business/small-painless-behaviour-change



system intention
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»In return for writing the 
review, we will refund your 
order, so you will have 
received the product for free.«



system effect
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6 Plus ça change ...
Whose rules? Whose game?



Technologies of power





… are technologies of the self







»How do you use technology 
to generate more of those 
serendipitous encounters?«



»I realized that I‘m surrounded by 
opportunities in life that I‘m not aware of.«







http://www.flickr.com/photos/beigeinside/50122570/









sebastian@codingconduct.cc

@dingstweets

codingconduct.cc

Thank you.
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